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Leadership can be defined  .. as directing the 
thoughts, plans, and actions of others .. so as to
obtain and command their obedience, their 
confidence, their respect, and their loyal 
cooperation.
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With your fantastic charisma (or at least your authority to 
promote or punish) you motivate people to blindly follow you 

and do whatever you ask them to.
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1998

Enlisted reenlistments
3

Officer retention
0%

Operational readiness
Worst

1999

Enlisted reenlistments
36

Officer retention
100%

Operational readiness 
Best

10 of the officers went on to become captain 
(average 3)



1. Control the clock, don’t obey 

the clock

2. Collaborate, don’t coerce

3. Commit, don’t comply

4. Complete, not continue

5. Improve, don’t prove

6. Connect, don’t conform
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1. Push authority to information

2. Make it safe, don’t add stress

3. Tune control to competence 

and clarity

4. Fix environment, not people

5. Act our way to new thinking, 

not think your way to new action

6. Don’t be good, get better

Six playsSix principles
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Create leaders, not followers



Leader--Leader
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Creating egos



Creating anti leadership
I tell you 

what

We decide 
how

You 
decide

Creating egos
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Creating silos
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Same goal
Same information
Same definition of success
Same insights about what is happening
Same understanding of what is important
Same holistic understanding



If we want people to take decisions based on a holistic understanding, we 
need to make people grow to the level to where we can simplify the world.
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The 
understanding
people have

Customer need

Business trendsBusiness strategy

Technical Systems and strategy

Internal processes Our organization
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https://youtu.be/OqmdLcyES_Q
https://intentbasedleadership.com/

Learn more about IBL 
https://www.crisp.se/ibl
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